The EZ Care™

The EZ Care™ was built with adaptability and simplicity in mind. Due to the transition
from POTS lines to VOIP, many PERS companies have wasted time, money and headaches trying
to get their customers to connect their devices. Many of these customers may not even know
that their phone line is VOIP.
The EZ Care™ delivers the ultimate in versatility. The EZ Care™ works with any VOIP
provider, and allows for alarm transmission over any phone line no matter what the service
provider—including, but not limited to, Magic Jack™. Designed with the future in mind, the EZ
Care™ has the built in ability to upgrade to a cellular module for homes with no service by
simply inserting a GSM card (available Q3 2013) into the device. This future proofs your
investment- if your customer leaves POTS or their VOIP provider, you can replace that service
with cellular without buying a whole new box. Plus with EZ Pair™ programming, the device can
add pendants and/or watches at the touch of a button.
Set up is simple. Plug the EZ Care™ into any live phone jack in either port. That’s it!
You’re done. No more spending hours trying to explain the difference between the line and
phone ports. No trying to help find an outlet next to a phone jack. No struggles. Plug and go
with EZ Care™.

Features






Universal Phone Line Compatibility- The EZ Care™ will communicate through any phone
line using CID into a Sur-Gard™ receiver. VOIP or POTS, it does not matter; just plug and
play.
50 Zones- The EZ Care™ can connect up to 50 devices to one base station.
Range- The EZ Care™ pendant has a range of 400 feet.
Upgradability- Add a power cord, battery back-up, or add a cellular module to your EZ Care™
just by purchasing add-ons instead of a whole new product. Also available (Q2 2013): Fall
detection, inactivity alert, smoke detection, CO2 detection.



Built in power supply- The EZ Care™ has an onboard circuit that supplies power directly from
the phone line; so if power goes out you are still safe and secure.




Weekly timer test- Automatic weekly timer test—no need to activate.
Programming- Just fill out our online form and the Easy Care™ setup is done. No cumbersome
device programming.






Monitored battery life- The device will notify central when the pendant battery needs
replaced.
Backup battery- Customers with Cellular upgrade can use two “AAA” batteries which will
suffice for 4 hours of back up or 45 days for landline EZ Care™.
Cost- The EZ Care™ costs less than any system on the market today.

Specifications
Power




Powers off phone line 48 VDC or 3VDC transformer
Backup battery of 2 “AAA” batteries (4 hours, not included)
Current 10mA on standby 20mA active

Mechanical





Dimensions: 7.25 in. x 5.25 in. x 1.1 in.
Weight: 8.1 oz base unit and .6 oz pendant
Operating Temperature: -20˚ C to 70˚ C
Humidity: 0%- 90% non-condensing

